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Abstract. Due to the recent arrival of Kinect, action recognition with depth im-
ages has attracted researchers’ wide attentions and various descriptors have been
proposed, where Local Binary Patterns (LBP) texture descriptors possess the prop-
erties of appearance invariance. However, the LBP and its variants are most
artificially-designed, demanding engineers’ strong prior knowledge and not discrim-
inative enough for recognition tasks. To this end, this paper develops compact
spatio-temporal texture descriptors, i.e. 3D-compact LBP(3D-CLBP) and local
depth patterns (3D-CLDP), for color and depth videos in the light of compact bi-
nary face descriptor learning in face recognition. Extensive experiments performed
on three standard datasets, 3D Online Action, MSR Action Pairs and MSR Daily
Activity 3D, demonstrate that our method is superior to most comparative methods
in respects of performance and can capture spatial-temporal texture cues in videos.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As an important field of computer vision, human action recognition (HAR) has
acquired many researchers’ attention and been extensively used in our real life,
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such as human-computer interaction, smart video surveillance and assisted liv-
ing. Researchers mainly focus on recognizing actions from common videos in the
past, facing with the challenge of variable illuminations, cluttered background and
partial occlusions. Lately, due to the prevalence of low-cost depth sensors like
Kinect, color and depth data are more easily to access simultaneously. Comple-
mentary to color images, depth images are robust to the change in lighting con-
ditions and background, also can provide 3D structure of the object. Color im-
ages can offer more color, texture and appearance information than depth im-
ages. Consequently, more researchers are paying attention to recognize actions
with color and depth images, namely RGB-D action recognition [7, 12, 20, 27,
28].

It has been shown that texture features are always important descriptors for
the task of recognition, like the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [1]. However, there
are two issues when employing such features to recognize action from depth images.
For one thing, most texture feature descriptors [2, 3, 4, 5, 17] require engineers’
strong prior knowledge to determine the threshold, which is a constant during the
process of encoding texture information such that it does not work for different
datasets. For another, we cannot obtain discriminative LBP feature from depth
images due to the lack of texture information. To solve the mentioned problems, we
respectively develop 3D-compact local binary patterns (3D-CLBP) and local depth
patterns (3D-CLDP) descriptor for color and depth images in this paper built on the
Compact Binary Face Descriptor (CBFD) learning [22], which allows us to learn local
binary patterns from raw pixels automatically. Furthermore, two fusion features are
presented for RGB-D action recognition with developed 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP
descriptor, thus they can simultaneously possess the texture characteristic of color
and depth data.

As depicted in Figure 1, both color and depth videos are divided into non-overlap
space-time volumes. The pixel differences vectors (PDVs) of volumes with same
spatial locations and through the overall time are first extracted, then used to learn
a spatial projection. To obtain compact and robust binary coding, we project all
PDVs into binary vectors by learned spatial projections, and aggregate those binary
vectors to low-dimensional LBP features. We further improve the discriminability
of those LBP features by jointly employing the sparse coding and spatial-temporal
pyramid pooling. In the end, we adopt the feature-level and decision-level fusion to
simultaneously capture texture cues from color and depth data.

The main contributions of our work can be summarized as below:

1. Considering that the difference between central pixel and neighboring pixels
may change both spatially and temporally when motion occurs, we propose
a method to extract PDVs from a spatio-temporal volume using the difference
of the former and later frames’ neighboring pixels (central pixel) to current
frame’s central pixel (neighboring pixels).

2. Our 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP descriptors are extensions of CBFD, which
straightly learn spatial thresholds from raw spatio-temporal pixels, making them
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Figure 1. The pipeline of our developed method for action recognition with color and
depth data. The pipeline presents the process of developing our 3D-CLBP descriptors for
color videos. Likewise, we can develop our 3D-CLDP descriptors for videos in depth chan-
nel. In the end, two fusion techniques are used to achieve the task of action recognition.

more selective and suitable for different datasets than hand-crafted descriptors
since we do not require engineers’ strong prior knowledge.

3. We investigate different fusion methods to explore simultaneously preserving
texture cues in color and depth data, further validate these methods in experi-
ment to demonstrate the complementary nature of RGB and depth information
in action recognition task.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. The related work is given in
Section 2. Section 3 describes detailed process of our compact binary codes learning
in videos. The introduction of our classification and fusion methods are contained
in Section 4. Section 5 reports the experiment parameters tuning and experiments’
results on three datasets. Conclusions of this paper are given in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

This section first reviews some related researches on action recognition using LBP-
like features from depth channel. We also briefly investigate some existing fusion
works utilizing the data from color and depth channel.

Li et al. [6] first reported the work of action recognition from depth sequences.
Afterwards, a variety of descriptors have been proposed, such as Spatio-Temporal
features [8, 9, 11, 12, 20], Shape-motion features [13, 15, 16], and Texture descrip-
tors [17, 18, 19]. Among those, texture descriptors are robust to subjects’ clothing,
appearance, and can capture substantial texture variations in the video. However,
there is absence of abundant color and texture cues in depth images such that most
extended LBP descriptors developed for color videos are not available in depth im-
ages sequence. To this end, the work [17] first projected an entire depth video into
Depth Motion Maps (DMMs) from three projection views (front, side and top), then
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employed the LBP descriptor on these projected DMMs. Later, Bulbul [18] respec-
tively calculated the LBP and Edge Oriented Histograms (EOHs) within overlap-
ping and non-overlapping blocks on DMMs to extract local texture and dense shape
information. The DMMs can provide adequate texture information for action recog-
nition and well solve the variation of different videos’ duration. Nevertheless, the
work [19] indicated that the DMMs are presentation of entire depth video, cannot
possess the motion and appearance information in temporal. Toward this problem,
they extracted space-time auto-correlation of gradients as a complementary feature
to conquer the loss of temporal information in the process of generating DMMs.
Instead of computing LBP feature from DMMs, the work in [21] put forward the
Gradient-LBP (G-LBP) descriptor to encode facial information from 2D depth im-
ages. The common fault of above works is that these existing LBP-like descriptors
are all hand-crafted, which demands engineers’ strong prior knowledge. To eliminate
the defect of hand-crafted LBP descriptors, Lu [22] proposed a compact binary face
descriptor (CBFD) learning for face recognition. With CBFD learning, obtained
binary codes can evenly distribute at each bin and contain more discriminative in-
formation than hand-crafted descriptors. Enlightened by this, we attempt to extend
the CBFD learning in 2D images to 3D videos in this paper.

In the light of complementary nature of color and depth information, some
earlier works using both color and depth data in different recognition tasks can
be found in those works. For instance, Ni et al. [7] derived Depth-layered multi-
channel Spatio-Temporal Interest Points (STIPs) and 3D Motion History Images
(3D-MHIs) from primitive STIPs and MHIs to fuse color and depth information for
activity recognition. They also show a fusion framework to localize complex activ-
ity in videos by integrating information from grayscale and depth images in [23].
Zhu [24, 25] investigated some previous depth features developed for HAR, further
combined these features and STIPs-based feature in color channel with various fu-
sion schemes. Considering that features from RGB and depth channel share some
similar structure, the works [26, 27, 28] explored the relationship between visual and
depth features with different learning methods, which projected visual and depth
features into a common subspace. The difference between them is that the work [26]
projects Local Flux Feature (LFF) extracted from RGB and depth channel into
a hamming subspace, while the works [27] and [28] learn the projection with label
information. Similar to above learning methods, the works [29] and [30] respectively
utilized graph-based genetic programming (RGGP) and regularized reconstruction
independent component analysis deep network to build the relationship between
RGB and depth modality for recognition tasks. Besides, Jia et al. [31] treated
action data as fourth-order tensor, and discovered the correlation between RGB
and depth modalities with cross-modality regularized transfer learning. Zhang and
Parker [32] detected STIPs in saliency maps constructed by color and depth videos,
then calculated 4-dimensional color-detph (CoDe4D) orientation histogram descrip-
tor on each interest point. Results of above methods fully highlight that combining
color and depth data can benefit to the task of action recognition, leading us to
obtain selective representation for action recognition with our developed color and
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depth feature. Moreover, Kong and Fu [36] proposed the bilinear heterogeneous
information machine (BHIM) to learn cross-modal features for RGB-D action recog-
nition, which captures heterogeneous visual and depth information simultaneously.
While Shahroudy et al. [41] utilized a deep autoencoder-based nonlinear common
component analysis network to discover the shared and informative componets of
RGB and depth data for an action. With the development of deep learning, many
convolution neural networks (ConvNets) based methods were proposed for action
recognition and obtained promising recogniton performance. Karpathy [37] and
Tran [39] respectively utilize a deep 3-dimensional convolutional network (3D Conv-
Net) to recognize actions in video. Simonyan and Zisserman [38] proposed a two
stream framework which employ two ConvNets to respectively extract features from
appearance and motion streams then fuse the results for recognition. To deal with
excessive computational cost when applied 3D ConvNet on long video sequences, the
temporal segment network (TSN) [40] was proposed based on long-range temporal
structure modeling. However, those ConvNets based methods need a great deal of
training samples and have no evident advantage over traditional methods for our
concerned small RGB-D datasets in this paper.

3 COMPACT BINARY CODES LEARNING

We first elaborate the motivation of our 3D pixel difference vectors (PDVs) extrac-
tion, then present how to compute discriminative 3D-PDVs from a spatio-temporal
volume in this section. In the end, we extend the Compact Binary Face Descriptor
(CBFD) learning in face images to videos.

3.1 Motivation and 3D PDVs

For a video, previous methods always calculate the differences between central pixel
(or neighboring pixels) of current frame and neighboring pixels (or central pixel) of
frames before (after) it, then compare the differences of both to obtain binary values.
Such methods can miss the information of current frame since the pixel of current
frame will be easily counteract when it is greater or less than corresponding pixels
before and after the current frame. Moreover, we observe that the pixel at central
location (x, y) of current time t may shift to neighboring location (x+ ∆x, y + ∆y)
at time t−∆t or t+ ∆t when motions happen and vice versa. This stimulates us to
find a better way to capture textures dynamic changes during motions occurrence.

Let {V c
n , V

d
n }, n = 1, 2, . . . , N0 be N0 color-depth video pairs in the dataset.

For a video V c
n (or V d

n ), it’s often divided into some space-time volumes {V c
ij,k, i =

1, . . . ,M ; j = 1, . . . , N ; k = 1, . . . , F} of fixed size, like 20×20×5 in our experiment,
by M × N × F grids. To obtain discriminative pixel differences vector PDVij,k
of a spatio-temporal volume V c

ij,k, our method not only calculates the differences
between current frames’ central pixel and the former (latter) frames’ neighboring
pixels, also measures the differences between the former (latter) frames’ central pixel
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Figure 2. Illustration of our method to extract PDVs from a volume both spatially and
temporally. Here we just show the process of calculating the frames at time t−∆t and
t+ ∆t to current frame at time t. The same process can be used for depth data after
computing the gradient of each frame.

and current frames’ neighboring pixels, so that it can better capture the dynamic
change of texture both spatially and temporally.

As depicted in Figure 2, given a 20× 20× 5 volume V , central point nc and its
neighbors ni, i = 0, . . . , 7 at time t, t−∆t and t+ ∆t, ∆t = 1, 2. We first compute
the pixel differences between nc at time t and ni at time t−∆t, t+ ∆t, respectively
written as

di1(∆t) = Inc(t)− Ini
(t−∆t), di1(∆t) = Inc(t)− Ini

(t+ ∆t), ∆t = 1, 2 (1)

where Inc(t) denotes as the pixel value of nc at time t. Likewise, we measure the
pixel differences between nc at time t − ∆t, t + ∆t and ni at time t, which can be
represented as

di2(∆t) = Ini
(t)− Inc(t−∆t), di2(∆t) = Ini

(t)− Inc(t+ ∆t), ∆t = 1, 2. (2)

Upon obtaining di1(∆t), di2(∆t), di1(∆t), di2(∆t), i = 0, . . . , 7 at time t − ∆t, t +
∆t,∆t = 1, 2, the distance of current frame to frames before and after it, respectively
denoted as Di and Di, can be defined following

Di =
2∑

∆t=1

(|di1(∆t)|+ |di2(∆t)|), Di =
2∑

∆t=1

(|di1(∆t)|+ |di2(∆t)|). (3)

Then, the difference between Di and Di of each pixel in volume V forms the final
PDV. In respect of depth videos, we first compute the gradient information of each
frame, then extract PDVs from depth videos with Equations (1), (2) and (3).
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3.2 CBFD Learning

The CBFD has been proven to be more effective than conventional LBP descriptors
in face recognition due to learning binary codes automatically instead of manually
designing an encoding method. Herein, we extend CBFD learning in 2D images to
3D videos. Given all PDVs {PDV cm

ij,k,m = 1, . . . , N1} from N1 training color videos,
we aim to train M × N projections ωij, i = 1, . . . ,M , j = 1, . . . , N . For different
color videos cm, the number of PDVs k with a spatial grid (i, j) may be different
and large. To improve computation efficiency, we randomly sample some PDV cm

ij,k to

train a projection ωij ∈ R8×8. For simplicity, training PDVs set for ωij denotes as
{pdvij,k, k = 1, . . . , N ′}, pdvij,k ∈ R8×d, it can be projected and quantized to binary

codes bij,k =
[
b

(1)
ij,k, . . . , b

(8)
ij,k

]
, with b

(8)
ij,k ∈ {0, 1}d×1 as below:

bij,k = 0.5× (sgn(pdvT
ij,kωij) + 1)

where sgn(x) is written as the sign function, equaling to 1 if 0 ≤ x and −1 otherwise.
To get more discriminative and compact binary codes bij,k for a volume, the

CBFD learning imposes three important criterions (i.e. evenly distributed binary
codes, less redundancy and less missed information in the learned binary codes)
on objective function. The optimization objective function can be formulated as
follows:

min
ωij

J1(ωij) + λ1 ∗ J2(ωij) + λ2 ∗ J3(ωij) = −
N ′∑
k=1

‖bij,k − µk‖2

+ λ1

N ′∑
k=1

∥∥(bij,k − 0.5)− pdvT
ij,kωij

∥∥2

+ λ2

∥∥∥∥∥
N ′∑
k=1

(bij,k − 0.5)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

(4)

In the above formula, N ′ indicates the number of PDVs extracted from training
videos in spatial grid (i, j), µk serves as the mean of all training PDV’s kth binary
code, updating in each iteration, λ1 and λ2 are two parameters to balance the effect
of different terms in the objective function. The physical meaning of different terms
and solution can be referred to [22].

4 CODING AND CLASSFICATION

In this section, we describe the idea of sparse coding and show how to aggregate
learned LBP features into our final 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP descriptors based on the
spatial-temporal pooling. We also introduce our classification and fusion techniques
in this section.
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4.1 Sparse Coding and Spatial-Temporal Pyramid Pooling

Instead of assigning each feature vector to the nearest visual word learned by
k-means clustering in Bag of Words (BOW), the sparse coding enables a linear and
sparse combination of all learned atoms in dictionary. This approach reduces the
quantization error in the process of approximating a crude feature vector. To well
keep more information of low-level features, the work [13] employs the coefficient-
weighted differences between each visual word and a primitive feature vector. Con-
sider a set of extracted features P = (p1, . . . , pM)T ∈ RM×N and coefficients of
features U = (u1, . . . , uM)T ∈ RM×K . The process of sparse coding can be repre-
sented by:

min
D,U

M∑
m=1

(∥∥pm −DTum
∥∥2

+ λ ‖um‖1

)
, subject to ‖dk‖2 ≤ 1, ∀k = 1, . . . , K

where D = (d1, . . . , dK)T ∈ RK×N is the learned dictionary with K visual words, and
λ is the induced parameter of sparsity regularization. A detailed process of solving
above optimization problem can be referred to [13]. Once learned the sparse coeffi-
cient uik of feature pi to the kth atom in dictionary, we can employ the coefficient-
weighted difference uik(pi − dk) as the coding.

In Section 3, we divide a video into some 3D volumes of fixed size, leading to
different number of volumes with different videos. Hence, the final discriminative
feature vector of different videos has different length, which cannot serve as the
input of our classifier. The common solution is to perform spatial average pooling
and temporal max (or sum) pooling for each video, which partition a video into
various space-time grids. Let a space-time denoted by ST t, which may be the entire
video or a partitioned subsequence. vol i is a small 20 × 20 × 5 volume involved in
ST t and pi is the feature of vol i. |ST t| indicates the number of volumes in ST t.
Then the spatial average pooling and temporal max pooling with all partition are
formulized as below:

vk(t) =
1

|ST t|
∑

voli⊂ST t

uik(pi − dk), vk =
(

max
t
{vk1(t)}, . . . ,max

t
{vkN(t)}

)
.

We concatenate all pooled vectors vk from K visual words to form the distinctive
vector V = (v1, . . . , vK) of KN dimensions as 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP descriptors.

4.2 Classification and Fusion

We employ widely used Support Vector Machine (SVM) as our action classifying
framework. To deal with our sparse data, we use SVM with linear kernel as our
classifier. The solver of linear SVM can be given in LIBLINEAR [33]. For data
fusion, there are two ways: early fusion (sensor and feature level) and late fusion
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(rank, score, and decision level). We apply feature-level fusion and decision-level
fusion to combine our 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP descriptors.

1. Feature-level fusion. We simply stack the 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP descriptor
into a composite vector for classification. To reduce the complexity, we perform
PCA with all 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP descriptors before concatenation.

2. Decision-level fusion. Different from the straightforward fusion, the decision-
level fusion considers each of our feature as the input to a SVM classifier, then
merges the results using the confidence scores generated by two individual SVM
classifiers. Denoting fq(x)k as the qth classifiers’ confidence scores predicting x
to the kth label, the posterior probability associated with qth classifier pq(yk|x)
can be written as below:

pq(yk|x) =
1

1 + exp(−fq(x)k)
.

Then we employ different decision rules to combine the two classifiers’ results,
such as Sum rule, Maximum rule shown in [25]. For Sum rule, Product rule,
Maximum rule and Minimum rule, we respectively assign the final label y∗ to
the kth label as Equations (5):

P (yk|x) =
2∑
q=1

αqpq(yk|x),

P (yk|x) =
2∏
q=1

pq(yk|x)αq ,

P (yk|x) = max
q=1,2

pq(yk|x), (5)

P (yk|x) = min
q=1,2

pq(yk|x),

y∗ = argmax
k=1,2,...,C

P (yk|x).

5 EXPERIMENTAL

In this section, we conduct experiments on three common RGB-D action datasets,
with our developed 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP feature, and two fusion features. We
first introduce the datasets and their settings, then illustrate experiments setup
including parameter setting and tuning. Finally, we compare our proposed methods
with other state-of-the-art methods.
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5.1 Evaluation Datasets

We use three RGB-D action databases and their settings following previous work
to evaluate the performance of our developed features, i.e. 3D Online Action, MSR
Action Pairs, and MSR Daily Activity. Some sampled video frames of these datasets
are illustrated in Figure 3.

3D Online Action (3Donline) dataset is an RGB-D action dataset including
7 human-object interactions in the living room: drinking, eating, using laptop, read-
ing cellphone, making phone call, reading book and using remote, where each action
is performed by 16 subjects twice. The dataset has three parts: same-environment,
cross-environment and multiple unsegmented actions. We evaluate our method with
same-environment actions and follow the experiment setting employed in [14], which
adopts the first 8 subjects as training and the last 8 subject as testing.

The MSR Pairs Action dataset (MSRpairs) contains six pairs of actions: lift
a box/place a box, pick up a box/put down a box, push a chair/pull a chair, put on
a backpack/take off a backpack, stick a poster/remove a poster, and wear a hat/take
off a hat. These paired-activities are performed by 10 subjects and each subject
performs each activity 3 times. Thus, there are totally 720 color and depth sequences
with the resolution of 480×640 and 240×320, respectively. The dataset is challenging
since paired-activities are very similar but the motion happens in different temporal
order. We employ the first five actors for training and the rest for testing as described
in [15].

The MSR Daily Activity dataset (MSRdaily) totally has 720 sequences including
color and depth (each 360) with 16 daily activities: drink, eat, read book, call
cellphone, write on paper, use laptop, use vacuum cleaner, cheer up, sit still, toss
paper, play game, lie down on sofa, walk, play guitar, stand up and sit down. In
the dataset, RGB videos are offered with a resolution of 480 × 640, while each
depth frame has a resolution of 240 × 320. Each daily activity is carried out by
10 subjects twice in the posture of standing or sitting, leading to large spatial and
scaling changes. We follow the experiment setup in [16], taking subjects 1, 3, 5, 7,
9 as training and subjects 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 as testing.

5.2 Parameter Settings and Tuning

As aforementioned in Section 3, all videos (color and depth channel) are divided into
multiple volumes, so we first adopt different volume sizes from {20×20×3, 20×20×
5, 20×20×7, 40×40×3, 40×40×5, 40×40×7} to test recognition performance over
all experiment datasets, then employ the best volume size to tune other parameters.
For the computation of neighboring pixels’ differences we always choose 8 points
with best neighborhood radius size R from {1, 2, 3}. Actually, we set R = 1 to get
a fair result comparison with crude LBPs. λ1 and λ2 respectively denotes the weight
of regularization term in Equation (5), we set λ1 and λ2 as the same value here and
choose the best one from {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1} following [22]. To explore the
impact of visual words size k in sparse coding, we tune k from {100, 200, 300, 400}
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a) b) c)

Figure 3. Some sampled color images and corresponding depth images from three experi-
mental datasets: a) sampled frames of “read book” with different performers in 3D Online
Action dataset, b) sampled frames of the “push a chair/pull a chair” pair from MSR Ac-
tion Pairs dataset, c) sampled frames of activities with different performers’ postures in
MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset

with 10 fold-cross validations. The value of regularization parameter λ in sparse
coding is set to 0.15 as [13]. Besides, we employ a space-time pyramid of 4× 3× 7
grids to pool our features.

Figure 4 a) shows recognition performance with different volume size over all
datasets (RGB and depth channel). It can be observed that our approach obtains
the best recognition performance with volume size 40 × 40 × 5 and 20 × 20 × 5
respectively over all RGB and depth datasets since color and depth images respec-
tively have resolutions of 480 × 640 and 240 × 320. Moreover, we find that the
performance is more sensitive to the choice of volume size in temporal scale than
spatial scale, and a moderate temporal size can lead to good recognition accuracy.
The explanation here is that the small time interval cannot provide sufficient infor-
mation for a motion, when the time interval is too long some local variations are
missing. The recognition performance over experiment datasets using different λ1

values is depicted in Figure 4 b). From this figure, we observe that the choice of best
λ1 value for RGB channel generally depends on the characteristic of dataset. For
example, the 3Donline dataset with significant intra-class variations, like subjects’
clothing and motion style, achieves the best recognition performance when using
λ1 = 0.01; the MSRpairs and MSRdaily datasets have little intra-class variations
obtaining best performance with λ1 = 0.001. Another interesting observation is
that our approach over all depth datasets is not very sensitive to the value of λ1,
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Figure 4. Performance comparison with different parameter values over all experiment
datasets (RGB and depth channel) with our developed descriptors. a) performance com-
parison with different volume sizes, with λ1 = 0.001 (RGB channel), 0.0001 (depth
channel), K = 100; b) performance comparison with different λ1 values, with volume
size = 40× 40× 5 (RGB channel), 20× 20× 5 (depth channel), K = 100; c) performance
comparison with different K values, with volume size = 40 × 40 × 5, λ1 = 0.001 (RGB
channel), volume size = 20× 20× 5, λ1 = 0.0001 (depth channel).

which intuitively illustrates the absence of texture information in depth images. We
compare the recognition performance over all datasets with different number of vi-
sual words K in Figure 4 c). As presented in the figure, the performance over all
datasets generally reaches best under a moderate vocabulary size, i.e. K = 200.
Because small vocabulary size often leads to incorrectly assigning different features
to a same visual word, and similar features are assigned to different visual words
when vocabulary size is too large. However, we adopt K = 100 in our experiment
since the performance is nearly the same when K = 100 and K = 200, but the di-
mension of feature will enlarge 59×100×84, further resulting in higher computation
complexity.

5.3 Experiment Results and Comparison

To evaluate our proposed method, we choose some previous representative RGB and
depth features as our comparison, like Improved Dense Trajectories (IDTs)-based,
DMMs-based features and STIPs-based fusion technique. Specifically, we implement
our experiment over the ORGBD and MSRpair dataset using released source codes
with default parameter settings for IDTs, DMMs and STIPs.
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IDTs-based features [34] first sample feature points in each frame and track them
with dense optical flow tracking technique. Then, some low-level feature (MBH,
HOG or HOF) is encoded to IDTs-based feature with spatio-temporal pyramids,
i.e. IDTs-MBH, IDTs-HOG, IDT-HOF.

DMMs-based features [17] including DMMs-LBP, DMMs-HOG and DMMs-EOH
are built on depth motion maps generated by accumulating motion energy of pro-
jected depth maps from front, side and top view. Different from 3D features, DMMs-
based features encode the motion characteristics of an action from 2D images.

STIPs-based features employ Harris 3D detector, cuboid detector or Hessian
detector to detect interest points from videos or depth maps, and extract local
feature descriptors from each detected interest point location. The common STIPs-
based features are STIPs-HOG, STIPs-HOG3D and STIPs-HOF, etc.

In addition to the above features, we also investigate and report other methods
using these three datasets. Detailed comparison results are presented in Table 1.

Channel + Methods + Classifier Accuracy

RGB + IDTs-HOG/HOF + SVM [34] 77.68 %
RGB + STIPs-HOG + SVM [35] 79.46 %
Depth + depthHarris3D-DCSF + SVM [11] 61.70 %
Depth + Ordelet + AdaBoosting [14] 71.40 %
Depth + DMMs-LBP + KELM [17] 69.64 %
Both + STIPs-HOG3D + SVM [25] 91.07 %
Both + DSSCA-SSLM [41] 94.6 %

RGB + 3D-LBP + linearSVM 62.50 %
RGB + 3D-CLBP + linearSVM 90.18 %
Depth + 3D-LDP + linearSVM 37.50 %
Depth + 3D-CLDP + linearSVM 68.75 %
Both + feature-level fusion + SVM 93.75 %
Both + SVM + decesion-level(Sum) fusion 88.39 %
Both + SVM + decesion-level(Maximum) fusion 89.29 %
our 3D-CLBP + IDTs-FV + decesion-level fusion 94.64 %

Table 1. Average recognition accuracy comparison of our method and previous approaches
over the 3Donline dataset

5.3.1 Experiments Results and Comparison on 3Donline

The average recognition accuracy of feature-level fusion with our 3D-CLBP and 3D-
CLDP descriptor achieves 93.75 % over the 3Donline dataset, as shown in Table 1.
We compare our proposed method with some baseline methods, like IDTs-based,
STIPs-based and DMMs-based methods in Table 1. The table presents that our
3D-CLBP descriptor with linearSVM in RGB channel obtains the average accu-
racy of 90.18 % significantly outperforming the IDTs-HOG/HOF and STIPs-HOG
features. Although the average recognition accuracy of our 3D-CLDP descriptor
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Figure 5. Fusion recognition results over the 3Donline dataset with our method

with linearSVM in depth channel is slightly below the Ordelet and DMMs-LBP
method, it is higher than depth Harris3D-based method since Harris3D cannot de-
tect sufficient spatio-temporal interest points in depth channel for partial occlusion
in actions “using laptop”, “reading cellphone” and “reading book”. To demonstrate
the superior performance of developed 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP, we also conduct
experiments using primitive 3D-LBP and 3D-LDP with pre-set threshold 20 and
0.5, which obtains average recognition accuracy of 62.50 % and 37.50 %. Moreover,
the feature-level, decision-Sum and decision-Maximum fusion with 3D-CLBP and
3D-CLDP are compared with STIPs-based fusion technique in [25]. And we ob-
tain a promising result 93.75 % with feature fusion, around 2.7 % more than the
STIP-HOG3D feature. For decision fusion, we obtain better recognition accuracy
of 89.29 % with Maximum rule than weighted Sum rule in that our 3D-CLDP de-
scriptor cannot work well on this dataset. To further improve the performance of
our method, we combine the classify results of our 3D-CLBP descriptor and IDT-
features with Fisher Vector (FV), and achieves the best performance of 94.64 %.
This recognition result is also obtained by the deep shared-specific component ana-
lysis (DSSCA) network with structured sparsity learning machine (SSLM), which
employed the deep convolutional network to extract modality-specific components
of the modalities. The experiment results with our 3D-CLBP features and IDT
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descriptors are shown in Figure 5. It is observed that our method can recognize
the action “drinking”, “eating” and “making phone call”, where interactive objects
have distinctive texture characteristic. While the action “reading cellphone” and
“reading book” not having distinctive interactive objects are recognized with some
wrong actions. Above observation indicates that our 3D-CLBP descriptor is capable
of encoding texture information.

Channel + Methods + Classifier Accuracy

RGB + IDTs-HOG/HOF + SVM [34] 100 %
RGB + STIPs-HOG + SVM [35] 81.67 %
Depth + Skeleton-LOP + SVM [10] 63.33 %
Depth + SNV + linearSVM [13] 98.89 %
Depth + HON4d + SVM [15] 93.33 %
Depth + DMMs-LBP + KELM [17] 78.89 %
Both + STIPs-HOG3D + SVM [25] 95.0 %
Both + DRRL + linearSVM [28] 99.44 %
Both + BHIM [36] 100 %
Both + DSSCA-SSLM [41] 100 %

RGB + 3D-LBP + linearSVM 67.78 %
RGB + 3D-CLBP + linearSVM 92.22 %
RGB + 3D-LDP + linearSVM 45.0 %
Depth + 3D-CLDP + linearSVM 72.23 %
Both + feature-level fusion + SVM 92.78 %
Both + decesion-level(Sum) fusion + SVM 93.89 %
Both + decesion-level(Maximum) fusion + SVM 91.67 %
Both + decesion-level(Minimum) fusion + SVM 86.11 %
our 3D-CLBP + IDTs-FV + decesion-level fusion 97.78 %

Table 2. Comparison of average recognition accuracy on the MSRpairs dataset with our
method and some works

5.3.2 Experiments Results and Comparison on MSRpairs

Table 2 shows comparison results of our proposed approach with previous baseline
methods over the MSRpairs dataset. From this table, it can be seen that the IDTs-
based method in RGB channel obtains best recognition accuracy of 100 %, because
actions in MSRpairs dataset have distinct motion direction. The same reason can
also account for good performance of Depth super normal vector (SNV) in [13].
When compared to most mehods in RGB and Depth channel, we cannot obtain
more satisfactory recognition performances with 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP descrip-
tor due to encoding local texture changes but being incapable of capturing holistic
changes in temporal-dependent sequences. Another observation is that the perfor-
mance of 3D-CLDP descriptor reaches 72.23 % lower than DMMs-LBP’s 78.89 %,
which explicitly illustrates DMMs can better encode local texture than depth images.
Nevertheless, the recognition performance of developed features are still far above
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Figure 6. Obtained fusion recognition results over the MSRpairs dataset with our method

crude 3D-LBP and 3D-LDP features. Towards fusion methods using both RGB
and depth data, the recogniton accuracy of proposed 3D-CLBP and 3D-CLDP with
different fusion strategies reaches merely up to 93.89 %, which is lower than discrim-
inative relational representation learning (DRRL), BHIM and lately DSSCA-SSLM.
Even when fusing the results of our 3D-CLBP and effective IDTs-FV method, the
fusion methods still cannot recognize all pairs actions which can be realized by just
utilizing the IDTs method. It indicates that our proposed 3D-CLBP features with
SVM mistake some actions with a larger probability. The reason is that some pairs
actions in this dataset are extremely similar except the begining and end of a per-
formed action, and they further generate same 3D PDVs with our proposed pixels
difference computation method. This also accounts for the phenomenon that we do
not obtain some encouraging experimental results using proposed method on this
dataset comparing with the 3Donline dataset. In the end, we compare different
decision fusion methods and gain better result with weighted Sum rule (balance
parameter α = 0.8 of two modality) than Maximum and Minimum rule. It well
demonstrates that features in both RGB and Depth channel are important for the
recognition task and have different impact. Figure 6 presents the experiment results
by combining our 3D-CLDP with IDTs features and Fisher Vector. As shown in this
figure, the fusion methods can recognize almost all pairs where temporal order and
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Figure 7. Sampled images except the begining and end of pair actions “push a chair” and
“pull a chair” in MSRpairs dataset. Those images are very similar in terms of performed
pose, leading to same PDVs and further incorrect identification

motion direction are significantly different, such as “pick up a box” and “put down
a box” except some pair actions performed with some similar pose as illustrated in
Figure 7.

5.3.3 Experiments Results and Comparison on MSRdaily

We compare the average recognition accuracy of our developed methods over the
MSRdaily dataset with some baseline methods using color or depth images in Ta-
ble 3. It can be observed that 3D-CLBP descriptor obtaining 88.75 % with RGB
data is obviously superior to the performance of IDTs-based feature and an extended
LTP, i.e. Center-Symmetric Motion LTP (CS-Mltp) feature [20], indicating our 3D-
CLBP descriptor is more efficient than hand-crafted LTP. But the 3D-CLDP feature
cannot get satisfactory result with depth data when compared with DMMs-LBP fea-
ture and some representative depth features, such as SNV, HON4d and Orderlet. To
better evaluate the performance of our method over the MSRdaily dataset, we also
compare our fusion features with some previous fusion methods, including STIPs-
based fusion, LFF, DRRL, a deep learing model (RGGP) and BHIM methods.
The results demonstrate that the feature-level and decesion-level fusion methods
outperform those fusion approaches, increasing by 0.7 % to 6.9 %. However, the
best performance of our fusion methods (namely feature-level fusion) only achieves
92.5 %, respectively 2.5 % and 5 % lower than the joint heterogeneous features learn-
ing (JOULE) model and lately DSSCA-SSLM method. This is because those two
methods select discriminative features with learning models instead of merging fea-
tures or recognition results directly in this paper. Another important observation in
Table 3 is that our weighted decesion fusion features perform better than developed
feature only using color or depth data, which highlights the importance of combing
color and depth cues for recognition task. Besides, we analyze and compare fusion
methods with different decision levels to explain the complementary nature of both
modalities. The fused recognition results of this dataset with our 3D-CLBP and
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Figure 8. Fusion recognition results using proposed 3D-CLBP and IDTs-FV method over
the MSRdaily dataset

a) b) c)

Figure 9. Incorrect identified actions from MSRdaily datasets. The action “read book”
performed in sitting or standing way, i.e. column a), are identified as action “sit still” or
“stand still”, i.e. column b). Column c) enumerates two misidentified actions performed
with seriously occlusion.
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Channel + Methods + Classifier Accuracy

RGB + CS-Mltp + SVM [20] 65.63 %
RGB + IDTs-HOG/HOF + SVM [34] 60.63 %
Depth + SNV + linearSVM [13] 86.25 %
Depth + HON4d + SVM [15] 80.00 %
Depth + Ordelet + SVM [16] 85.75 %
Depth + DMMs-LBP + KELM [17] 72.50 %
Both + STIPs-HOF/skeleton + 1NN [24] 89.29 %
Both + LFF-SPP + NN [26] 89.80 %
Both + DCP-DDP + JOULE-SVM [27] 95.0 %
Both + DRRL + linearSVM [28] 87.50 %
Both + RGGP(Deep model) [29] 85.60 %
Both + CoDe4D + SVM [32] 86.25 %
Both + BHIM [36] 86.88 %
Both + DSSCA-SSLM [41] 97.5 %

RGB + 3D-CLBP + linearSVM 88.75 %
Depth + 3D-CLDP + linearSVM 66.25 %
Both + feature-level fusion + SVM 92.5 %
Both + decesion-level(Sum) fusion + SVM 90.63 %
Both + decesion-level(Product) fusion + SVM 91.87 %
our 3D-CLBP + IDTs-FV + decesion-level fusion 93.75 %

Table 3. Comparison of average recognition accuracy on the MSRdaily dataset using our
method and other methods

IDTs-FV method is shown in Figure 8. From this figure, we can observe that our
feature can correctly recognize all actions with acute motions, like “drink”,“eat”,
“cheer up”,“toss paper”, “play game”, “lie down on sofa”,“walk”and so on. But in
terms of those actions with little motion such as “read book”, “write on paper” and
“play guitar”, they may be wrongly identified as “sit still” in that those actions are
performed in a sitting or standing way as shown in Figure 9 a). Thus, when those
actions performed with no distinct pose, the calculated PDVs may be the same as
“sit down still” or “stand up still” Figure 9 b). This demonstrates that our 3D-
PDVs focus on the change of appearance rather than appearance information when
motion happens. Besides, there are much wrong identification happen between “use
laptop”and “sit still”. The cause of this phenomenon can be interpreted as these
actions are performed with seriously occlusion as demonstrated in Figure 9 c). We
also notice that “sit still”, “stand up”and “sit down” may be wrongly identified as
other two actions since they share same action atomic.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper extends compact binary face descriptors learning in 2D images to 3D
videos, which automatically learn discriminative binary representations for action
recognition with color and depth videos. To this end, we develop a method to ex-
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tract 3D pixels difference vectors (PDVs) from spatio-temporal volumes, then learn
spatial projections with some PDVs extracted from the same spatial grid, and fur-
ther project those PDVs into low-dimension binary codes. Moreover, we employ the
sparse coding and spatial-temporal pooling to obtain discriminative representation
of a video. In the end, we investigate different fusion methods to check the validity
of combining color and depth data for action recognition. Extensive experiments
performed on three standard benchmarks demonstrate that our method is superior
to most methods being compared on 3D Online Action and MSR Daily Activity
3D datasets. However, we cannot obtain satisfying results on MSR Action Pairs
dataset. Hence, combining the framework of deep learning or skeleton positions, to
learn more discriminative descriptor for action recognition is our further research.
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